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Abstract
The extension of Aamri and El Moutawakil’s property [1] to set-valued mappings arena is given.
Also, some common fixed point theorems for strict contractions are established. These theorems
extend results in [1,8].
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1. Introduction
In the last few decades, fixed point theory and its applications have attracted the attention of
many authors. For examples, some fixed point theorems have been applied to show the existence
of the solutions of differential equations, integral equations and many other applied mathematics
(see, e.g., [13, 14, 16]). Also, many results on common fixed point theorems for compatible and
weakly compatible mappings in set-valued setting have appeared (see, for instance, [2-7, 11, 12, 15]).
Recently, in 2002, the authors [1] gave new common fixed point theorems under strict contractive
conditions for single-valued mappings satisfying certain property.
In the sequel, let (X, d) be a metric space. Suppose that B(X) is the set of all nonempty bounded
subsets of X. As in [9], it is defined that
δ(A, B) = sup{d(a, b), a ∈ A, b ∈ B} and D(A, B) = inf{d(a, b), a ∈ A, b ∈ B}
for all A, B in B(X). If A = {a}, we denote δ(a, B) and D(a, B) for δ(A, B) and D(A, B),
respectively. Also, if B consists of a single point b, one can deduce that δ(A, B) = D(A, B) = d(a, b).
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It follows immediately from the definition of δ(A, B) that, for all A, B, C ∈ B(X),
δ(A, B) = δ(B, A) ≥ 0; δ(A, B) ≤ δ(A, C) + δ(C, B);
δ(A, B) = 0 iff A = B = {a}; δ(A, B) = diamA.
Definition 1.1. [9] A sequence (An ) of nonempty subsets of X is said to be convergent to A ⊆ X if
(i) each point a in A is the limit of a convergent sequence (an ), where an is in An for n ∈ N (N :=
the set of all positive integers);
(ii) for arbitrary ϵ > 0, there exists an integer m such that An ⊆ Aϵ for all n ≥ m, where Aϵ denotes
the set of all points x in X for which there exists a point a in A, depending on x, such that
d(x, a) < ϵ. A is then said to be the limit of the sequence (An ).
Lemma 1.1 [9]. If (An ) and (Bn ) are sequences in B(X) converging to A and B in B(X), respectively,
then the sequence (δ(An, Bn)) converges to δ(A, B).
Lemma 1.2 [9]. Let (An ) be a sequence in B(X) and y be a point in X such that δ(An , y) → 0.
Then the sequence (An ) converges to the set {y} in B(X).
Definition 1.2 [11]. The mappings I : X → X and F : X → B(X) are δ-compatible if
limn→∞ δ(F Ixn , IF xn ) = 0 whenever (xn ) is a sequence in X such that IF xn ∈ B(X), F xn → t
and Ixn → {t} for some t ∈ X.
Definition 1.3 [11]. The mappings I : X → X and F : X → B(X) are weakly compatible if they
commute at coincidence points, i.e., for each point u ∈ X such that F u = {Iu}, we have F Iu = IF u
( Note that the equation F u = {Iu} implies that F u is a singleton).
If F is a single-valued mapping, then Definition 1.2 (resp. Definition 1.3) reduces to the definition
of compatible (resp. weakly compatible) single-valued mappings of Jungck [10].
It can be seen that any δ-compatible pair {F, I} is weakly compatible. Examples of weakly
compatible pairs which are not δ-compatible are given in [11].
Definition 1.4 [1]. Two self-mappings I and J of a metric space (X, d) satisfy Property (E.A.) if
there exists a sequence (xn ) in X such that limn→∞ Ixn = limn→∞ Jxn = t for some t ∈ X.
The aim of this paper is to extend Property (E.A.) to set-valued mappings setting. Also, we
establish two common fixed point theorems for strict contractions. These theorems extend Theorems
1 and 2 in [1] and Theorem 1[8]. Finally, we conclude some remarks on our results.
2. Main Results
In this section, we introduce an extension of Property (E.A) [1] to set-valued mappings arena.
This extension is supported by some examples. Also, we prove two common fixed point theorems
for strict contractions in metric spaces. Finally, we list some remarks that exploit the importance of
our results.
First we introduce the extension of Property (E.A) to set-valued mappings setting as follows.
Definition 2.1. Let (X, d) be a metric space, and I : X → X and F : X → B(X) be two
mappings. The mappings I and F satisfy Property (M.V.) if there exists a sequence (xn ) in X such
that F xn → {t} and Ixn → t for some t → X.
], for all x ∈ X. Consider
Examples 2.1. (1) Let X = [0, 1]. Define I, F by Ix = x4 and F x = [0, 3x
4
1
the sequence (xn ) = ( n ). Clearly limn→∞ F xn = {0} and limn→∞ Ixn = 0. Then F and I satisfy the
property (M.V.).
(2) Let X = [2, ∞). Define I, F by Ix = x + 1 and F x = [2, 2x + 1], for all x ∈ X. Suppose
that Property (M.V.) holds, then there exists a sequence (xn ) in X satisfying limn→∞ Ixn = t and
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limn→∞ F xn = {t} for some t ∈ X. Therefore, limn→∞ xn = t − 1 and limn→∞ xn = t−1
. Then t = 1,
2
which is a contradiction since 1 ⊈ X. Hence I and F don’t satisfy the property (M.V.).
Remark 2.1. Assume that there exists at least one sequence (xn ) in X such that IF xn ∈ B(X),
F xn → {t}, Ixn → t for some t in X, but limn→∞ δ(F Ixn , IF xn ) is either non-zero or non-existent.
In this case, two mappings I : X → X and F : X → B(X) are not δ-compatible. Therefore, two
maps I and F which are not δ-compatible satisfy the property (M.V.).
Let Φ be the set of all functions ϕ : [0, ∞)5 → [0, ∞) satisfying the following conditions:
(ϕ1 ) ϕ is nondecreasing in each coordinate variables and upper semi-continuous from the right;
(ϕ2 ) ϕ(t) = max ϕ(0, t, 0, 0, t), ϕ(0, 0, t, t, 0), ϕ(t, 0, 0, t, t) < t for each t ∈ (0, 1).
Now, we state and prove the main theorem in the following way.
Theorem 2.1. Let I, J be self-mappings of a metric space (X, d) and F, G : X → B(X) be two
set-valued mappings with ∪F (X) ⊆ J(X) and ∪G(X) ⊆ I(X). Furthermore, suppose that the pairs
{F, I}, {G, J} are weakly compatible and one of them satisfy the property (M.V.). Also, suppose
that one of I(X), J(X), ∪F (X) and ∪G(X) is a closed subset of X. If there exists ϕ ∈ Φ such that,
for all x, y ∈ X,
δ(F x, Gy) < ϕ(d(Ix, Jy), δ(Ix, F x), δ(Jy, Gy), D(Ix, Gy), D(Jy, F x))

(2.1)

whenever the right hand side of (2.1) is positive, then F, G, I and J have a unique common fixed
point.
Proof. Suppose that the pair {G, J} satisfies the property (M.V.). Then there exists a sequence (xn )
in X such that limn→∞ Gxn = {t} and limn→∞ Jxn = t for some t ∈ X. Since ∪G(X) ⊆ I(X) and
limn→∞ Gxn = {t}, then there exists a sequence (an ) in ∪G(X) such that an ∈ Gxn ∀n ∈ N . Hence
there exists a sequence (yn ) in X such that Iyn = an and limn→∞ Iyn = limn→∞ an = t. Now, we
want to show that limn→∞ F yn exists. From the inequality (2.1), we have that
δ(F yn , Gxn )

< ϕ(d(Iyn , Jxn ), δ(Iyn , F yn ), δ(Jxn , Gxn ), D(Iyn , Gxn ), D(Jxn , F yn ))
≤ ϕ(δ(Gxn , Jxn ), δ(Gxn , F yn ), δ(Gxn , Jxn ), 0, δ(Jxn , Gxn ) + δ(Gxn , F yn )).

Letting n → ∞ and suppose that limn→∞ δ(F yn , Gxn ) ̸= 0, we obtain from Lemma 1.1 that
limn→∞ δ(F yn , Gxn ) ≤ ϕ(0, limn→∞ δ(F yn , Gxn ), 0, 0, limn→∞ δ(F yn , Gxn )) < limn→∞ δ(F yn , Gxn ).
This contradiction demands that limn→∞ δ(F yn , Gxn ) = 0. Since δ(F yn , t) ≤ δ(F yn , Gxn )+δ(Gxn , t),
then limn→∞ δ(F yn , t) = 0. Lemma 1.2 gives that limn→∞ δF yn exists and limn→∞ δF yn = {t}. Suppose that I(X) is a closed subset of X. Since (Iyn ) is a sequence in I(X) such that limn→∞ Iyn = t,
then t ∈ I(X). Hence, there exists u ∈ X such that t = Iu. Subsequently, it yields that
limn→∞ δF yn = limn→∞ δGxn = Iu and limn→∞ δIyn = limn→∞ δJxn = Iu.
From inequality (2.1), one can estimate that

δ(F u, Gxn )

< ϕ(d(Iu, Jxn ), δ(Iu, F u), δ(Jxn , Gxn ), D(Iu, Gxn ), D(Jxn , F u))
≤ ϕ(d(Iu, Jxn ), δ(Iu, F u), δ(Jxn , Gxn ), D(Iu, Gxn ), D(Jxn , F u)).

As n → ∞ and suppose that δ(F u, Iu) ̸= 0, it follows from Lemma 1.1 that
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δ(F u, Iu) ≤ ϕ(0, δ(Iu, F u), 0, 0, δ(Iu, F u)) < δ(Iu, F u).
This contradiction implies that F u = {Iu}. The weak compatibility of F and I leads to F F u =
F Iu = IF u = {IIu}. On the other hand, since ∪F (X) ⊆ J(X), then there is an element v ∈ X such
that F u = {Jv}. We claim that Gv = {Jv}. Using inequality (2.11) and suppose that δ(F u, Gv) ̸= 0,
we have that
δ(F u, Gv)

< ϕ(d(Iu, Jv), δ(Iu, F u), δ(Jv, Gv), D(Iu, Gv), D(Jv, F u))
≤ ϕ(0, 0, δ(F u, Gv), δ(F u, Gv), 0) < δ(F u, Gv).

This contradiction leads to δ(F u, Gv) = 0 ⇒ F u = Gv = {Iu} = {Jv}. From the weak compatibility
of G and J, we find that GGv = GJv = JGv = {JJv}. Now, we show that F u is a common fixed
point of F, G, I and J. In view of the inequality (2.1), it follows that
δ(F u, F 2 u) = δ(F 2 u, Gv)

< ϕ(d(IF u, Jv), δ(IF u, F 2 u), δ(Jv, Gv), D(IF u, Gv), D(Jv, F 2 u))
≤ ϕ(δ(F u, F 2 u), 0, 0, δ(F u, F 2 u), 0, δ(F u, F 2 u)) < δ(F u, F 2 u).

This contradiction implies that F 2 u = F u = {I2u}. Hence, {Iu} = F u = F 2 u = F Iu = {I2u}. So,
Iu is a common fixed point of F and I. Similarly, one can prove that Jv is a common fixed point
of G and J. Since z = Iu = Jv, then we conclude that z is a common fixed point of F, G, I and J.
The proof, assuming the closedness of J(X), is similar to the above. It is given that ∪F (X) ⊆ J(X)
and ∪G(X) ⊆ I(X). So, the proof, assuming the closedness of ∪F (X) (resp. ∪G(X)), is similar to
the case in which J(X) (resp. I(X)) is closed. Finally, one can deduce from the inequality (1) that
z is a unique common fixed point of F, G, I and J. The proof, assuming that the pair {F, I} satisfies
the property (M.V.), is similar to the above.
Remark 2.2. Let f : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞) be a function satisfying the following conditions:
(F 1) f is nondecreasing in [0, ∞) and continuous from the right at zero,
(F 2) 0 < f (t) < t for each t → (0, ∞)).
In Theorem 2.1, if we put ϕ(t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 ) = f (max t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 ), then we obtain the multivalued
version of Theorem 2[1].
Remark 2.3. Let R be the set of all continuous mappings g : [0, ∞)5 → [0, ∞) satisfying the
following conditions:
(g1 ) g is nondecreasing in each coordinate variables,
(g2 ) g(r, r, r, 2r, 0) ≤ r and g(r, r, r, 0, 2r) ≤ r for every r ≥ 0.
Suppose that there is a function g ∈ R such that, for all (x, y) ∈ X × X − {(x, x) : F x = Gx},
δ(F x, Gy) < g(d(Ix, Jy), δ(Ix, F x), δ(Jy, Gy), D(Ix, Gy), D(Jy, F x))

(2.2)

whenever the right hand side of (2.2) is positive. If we replace the inequality (2.1) by (2.2), we find
that the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 remains valid. This result is a multivalued version of Theorem
3 t4 +t5
, 2 }), F = GandI = J. Also, this result is a multivalued
1[1] with g(t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 ) = max{t1 , t2 +t
2
version of Theorem 1[8].
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In Theorem 2.1, if the mapping F (resp. G) is replaced by Fα (resp. Gα ), α ∈ Λ where Λ is an
index set, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. Let I, J be two self-mappings of a metric space X and for eachα ∈ Λ, Fα , Gα : X →
B(X) be set-valued functions with ∪[∪α∈Λ Fα (X)] ⊆ J(X) and ∪[∪α∈Λ Gα (X)] ⊆ I(X). Furthermore,
suppose that the pairs {Fα , I}, {Gα , J} are weakly compatible for every α ∈ Λ and one of them satisfy
the property (M.V.). Also, suppose that one of I(X), J(X), ∪[∪α∈Λ Fα (X)] and ∪[∪α∈Λ Gα (X)] is a
closed subset of X. If there exists ϕ ∈ Φ such that, for all x, y ∈ X, the following inequality
δ(Fα x, Gα y) < ϕ(d(Ix, Jy), δ(Ix, Fα x), δ(Jy, Gα y), D(Ix, Gα y), D(Jy, Fα x))

(2.3)

holds whenever the right hand side of (2.3) is positive, then Fα , Gα , I and J have a unique common
fixed point for all α ∈ Λ.
Proof. Using Theorem 2.1, we obtain that there is a unique point zα X such that Izα = Jzα = zα
and Fα zα = Gα zα = zα for any α ∈ Λ. For all α, β ∈ Λ, suppose that d(zα , zβ ) ̸= 0, we obtain that
d(zα , zβ ) ≤
<
≤
<

δ(Fα zα , Gβ zβ )
ϕ(d(Izα , Jzβ ), δ(Izα , Fα zα ), δ(Jzβ , Gβ zβ ), D(Izα , Gβ zβ ), D(Jzβ , Fα zα ))
ϕ(d(zα , zβ ), 0, 0, d(zα , zβ ), d(zβ , zα ))
d(zβ , zα )

This contradiction yields that d(zα , zβ ) = 0 ⇒ zα = zβ .
Remark 2.4. Assume that there is a g ∈ R such that, for all (x, y) ∈ X × X − {(x, x) : F x = Gx}
and for each α ∈ Λ,
δ(Fα x, Gα y) < g(d(Ix, Jy), δ(Ix, Fα x), δ(Jy, Gα y), D(Ix, Gα y), D(Jy, Fα x))

(2.4)

whenever the right hand side of (2.4) is positive. So, the conclusion of Theorem 2.2 remains valid if
we replace the inequality (2.3) by (2.4).
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